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Instant Smart Issuance and personalised Payments

Personal finance in the digital world is about managing one’s own finances  
more closely and 24/7. Every transaction creates ‘big data’ that can then be 
dynamically captured, reported on and personalised. The Hub has already issued 
over 40m digital account-based tokens and processed over £400m payments. 
Most banks and service providers cannot do this. Traditionally non-digital 
issuance and acquiring has been separated in a complex legacy of financial 
services which is now over-regulated for offline security and therefore 
increasingly difficult to change. The Hub’s unique digital financial platform can:
 
• Create a central digital wallet of financial knowledge for customer-centric 

financial management.
• Bring real 24/7 personal banking into our lives rather than occasional and 

fragmented information. 
• Build AI-based advice due to a more holistic and more open banking mentality.
• Meet increasing customer needs on-demand with easy access and a scalable 

set of services.
• Create and maintain individual customer accounts instantly and more securely.
• Open up APIs to personalise financial tools and transform financial 

experiences.
• Enable challenger banks to deliver a more customer-centric approach than 

traditional banks.
• Provide an open, cloud-based and end2end secure architecture, with new 

digital services.
• Digitally equip service providers with an agile, low-cost entry point. 

The Hub Platform is EMVco certified to both issue payment devices in any  
form factor (paper, card, mobile, wearable etc) as well as integrate with any  
EMV approved attended or self-service payment terminal on-site, online or via 
mobile. This highly secure EMVco end to end integration has since been 
extended to integrate with Mastercard itself as a Payment Service Provider (PSP) 
for both mobile and www eCommerce. Any transactional activity is monitored 
and managed 24/7 and in realtime by The Hub centralised mission control 
dashboard that remotely manages financial operations as well as personalises 
the customer account on any device.

The Hub ‘One Smart Financial’ Platform
The Hub Platform is specifically focused 
on activating 24/7 mobile banking and 
eCommerce as it sees this as the future  
of personal finance. However, The Hub 
central financial mission control 
dashboard can be deployed across any 
hardware platform and connect any 
networked financial touchpoint or device. 
This delivers 24/7 real-time customer 
information, account-based updates and 
financial management tools that analyse 
performance and suggest insights that 
exceed customer expectations.

The Hub platform is used to remotely 
manage any hardware device and 
networked touchpoint using a mission 
control. This is possible as it is an open 
‘plug and play’ middleware platform with 
multiple interoperable software engines 
that enable any user-facing application 
across any digital channel. The solution is 
based on an open technology platform 
based on a Java Spring Framework and 
Amazon (AWS) cloud-based infrastructure. 
All users share a 24/7 real-time centralised 
control that acts as a personalised 
dashboard to the individual user as well  
as a full enterprise central dashboard  
for operators.
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24/7 mission control dashboard: 
Core to The Hub is a permission-based, 
central control mission control dashboard 
which remotely manages 24/7 any 
networked device and touchpoint. This 
mission control also can analyse 
performance and processes in real-time.  
The mission control is used by help desks as 
well as all involved in management. At the 
same time, users can also be given access  
to control their account details which can 
define and then automate a unique 
personalised service.

Analytics and performance:
Any data that is processed through The Hub 
can be included in any bespoke analysis or 
report. Most businesses will set Key 
Performance Indices (KPIs) and The Hub can 
create KPI driven analytics and performance 
reporting 24/7 and in real-time. Bespoke 
diagnostics can be invaluable and ultimately 
provide unique insights where others cannot. 

Account setup: 
The Hub is an EMVco bank accredited 
platform that can set up account registration 
online and in such a way that digital  
devices can be dynamically updated and 
personalised 24/7. The Hub represents a 
fintech customer-centric ‘plug and play’ 
option that joins those challenging the 
existing banks and has the makings of a new 
form of financial management which will 
digitally transform and personalise the 
customer bank experience going forward.

Programme Management:
The Hub has built a Prepaid platform that is 
intended to automate much of a Programme 
Management function and in doing so reduce 
the setup and ongoing costs of any kind  
of card programme. This includes a full 
integration and API gateway with an issuer 
bank that has already been developed.  
The Hub 24/7 mission control enables The 
Hub and partners to offer a full in-house 
Programme Management service and 
removes the need for expensive call centre 
support as The Hub mission control has 
automated this capability.

Payment smart device Issuance:
One key result of digital transformation in 
global financial services is that physical 
security is now more in the encrypted 
software and no longer in expensive physical 
devices. In 2011 The Hub Platform was the 
first platform ever to be used by Mastercard 
worldwide to in-market instantly issue EMV 
smartcards using their mobile back office. 
This capability now includes smartphones 
and more recently smart wearables. In 2019 
The Hub issued chip-based EMV wristbands 
to the Twickenham committee and before 
that had worked on chip-based paper tickets 
at the Rugby World Cup.

Virtual in market bureau:
In 2011 The Hub were fully audited by EMVco 
as the first Mastercard ‘virtual bureau’ and it 
was deemed to be the most secure method 
of issuance at the time. Essentially this 
means that The Hub can integrate and 
instruct any open, as well as closed-loop 
physical bureau to issue any smart device. 
After 7 years development, they secured the 
IP for an end to end tunnel to carry private 
customer information (KYC) to the issuer 
bank who then sets up an account and 
releases encrypted keys to encode the 
tokenised device and activate an account. 
This built-in capability remains a coveted and 
unique re-useable certification for issuance 
of any payment device in less than2 minutes.

Connecting any EMV payment terminal: 
The Hub has processed over £400m 
payments in cash, card and a variety of 
emerging payments. This has been over a 
decade and involved a variety of integrations 
on attended and unattended payment 
terminals such as Verifone and Ingenico  
plus others such as Miura iZettle SumUp etc. 
Most businesses taking payments have a 
variety of different terminal providers today 
and they are charging expensive software 
fees proprietary to them. The Hub removes 
this dependency and allows merchants to 
buy less expensive terminals as a result.

E-commerce Payment Processing:
The Hub is integrated with Mastercard 
Payment Gateway Services (MPGS) for all 
mobile and online eCommerce transactions. 
It is an end2end certified EMV payment 
processor PSP with more personalised 
account management than any traditional 
PSP can provide. The MPGS Hub payment 
capability includes APIs for all current 
payment wallets, as well as cash 
management, which is a legacy capability  
to ensure a smooth transition as we migrate 
rapidly to a cashless society.

Open Banking:
New digital services change the way  
we manage our finances and The Hub 
Platform has been part of the movement  
that transfers the fixed high street bank to 
essentially be on your phone 24/7, where any 
transaction is immediately registered and 
can be acted upon. The Hub’s capabilities  
are based on dynamic management of 
account-based relationships with 
sophisticated personalisation and financial 
tools. The Hub is designed to reflect the view 
that ‘the data is yours, not ours’ and in doing 
so we fully comply with GDPR as a result.

Digital wallets:
The Hub Platform is already a Wallet Service 
Provider (WSP) and gateway to all digital 
wallets. We can also build digital wallets to 
work across all walks of life. This is based on 
(1) the ability to set up accounts in market; 
(2) issue payment devices instantly as well 
as (3) process any payments and (4) access 
all types of online products and services to 
purchase and store as prepaid tokens. This 
includes open banking which extends to 
moving account management from bank 
accounts to secure ID-based personalised 
wallets containing private data belonging and 
controlled by the customer and not the bank. 

Health and Safety at work: 
During the COVID-19 crisis, The Hub  
quickly built three plug-in mobile apps and 
re-configured their platform. In this solution, 
we include the issuance of a picture based 
QR coded mobile certificate indicating 
passed antigen, antibody and/or vaccination 
results. This now has an additional eight new 
plug-in apps including these certificates that 
are being offered to all operator HR 
departments managing the safe return of 
their key workers. This is essentially an 
adaptation of The Hub ID suite of smart 
ticketing and therefore can be included as  
a part of the smart ticket issuance. We are 
delighted it has recently received an  
Innovate UK grant.


